Press Release: Transport Decarbonisation Alliance (TDA) – invites North American
countries, cities and companies t o join our efforts to catalyse the global decarbonisation of
transport
5th June 2019, Montreal, Canada
The Paris Agreement on Climate Change requires a net zero emissions economy by the second half of the
century and calls on all actors to work together to reach the objective of limiting climate change to a
maximum of 2 degrees Celsius. Transport emissions account for 25% of energy related greenhouse gas
emissions and are the fastest rising source of greenhouse gas emissions.
The Transport Decarbonisation Alliance (TDA) was launched in 2018 and brings together countries,
cities/regions and companies committed to decarbonising the transport sector before 2050. TDA Members
form a “coalition of the willing” working together to accelerate the worldwide transformation of the
transport sector through ambition, action and advocacy. The TDA consists of:
Seven countries:

Six cities/regions:

Eight companies:

TDA Members: Alstom, California, Energias de Portugal, France, Lisbon, Michelin, Netherlands, Portugal,
and PTV are participating in the Movin’ On - World Summit 2019 on Sustainable Mobility in Montreal,
Canada from the 4-6 June 2019 in order to accelerate the decarbonisation of the transport sector. On the
occasion of the summit the TDA invites North American countries, regions, cities and companies to join our
efforts.

“We invite countries, cities and companies in North America to seize the opportunities of a rapid
uptake of affordable, efficient, safe and low carbon transport and join the Transport
Decarbonisation Alliance to become regional and global champions for climate action in transport.”
J osé Mendes, TDA Chair and First Secretary of State for Mobility, Portugal
The TDA supports the implementation of the climate commitments of Heads of States, Mayors and CEOs by
targeting emissions from all modes of passenger and freight transport. Only by working together in a
coordinated way can countries, cities/regions and companies efficiently transform the transport sector.
The TDA accelerates action by facilitating discussion on decarbonisation in the context of global, regional,
national, local and corporate policy processes; leading by example by demonstrating that decarbonisation is
technically feasible, economically attractive, and brings broad social and environmental benefits and by
sharing experiences and best practices.
At Movin’ On Summit 2019 TDA Members will be presenting results from the first years ́ activities including
the:
New TDA Members
TDA manifesto on how to reach net zero emission mobility
TDA White Paper on how to reach zero emission urban freight
Call for Zero Emission Freight Vehicles - already over 99.000 vehicles!
Find out more and meet TDA Members at the following Movin’ On Summit sessions:
TDA - From ambition to action: Countries, Cities and Companies come together to achieve
transport decarbonisation - Panel - 5th June, 9:00 – 10:30
TDA one year and counting: An interactive update on the Transport Decarbonisation
Alliance - Press conference at Decarbonisation Toolbox booth - 5th June, 12:15 – 12:45
TDA - Local Action, Global Impact: Cities in the struggle to decarbonise transport Speakers Corner in the Decarbonisation Experience area - 5th June, 14:00 – 14:20
TDA one year and counting: An interactive update on the Transport Decarbonisation
Alliance - Balcony - 5th June, 15:00 – 16:00
TDA – Actional collaboration for concrete climate solutions in transport: The urban freight
case study - Studio B - 5th June, 17:15 – 18:15
To meet TDA Members and to find out more information about the TDA please contact Christopher Dekki
from the TDA Secretariat: chris.dekki@tda-mobility.org, +13472494813

www.tda-mobility.org
You can find the Transport Decarbonisation Alliance’s social media channels here:
Facebook: fb.me/TDAmobility
Twitter: @TDAmobility
LinkedIn: Transport Decarbonisation Alliance

